
 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
Bomb Pot Hours Bring an Explosion of Thrills to Random Flops at Americas 
Cardroom  
  
San Jose, Costa Rica – June 10, 2020 – Americas Cardroom today announced Bomb Pot Hours, a 
new schedule in which Bomb Pots randomly drop on the cash game felt from 9am-10am ET and 
6pm-7pm daily from June 20th through July 17th.   
 
“We’re excited to introduce a brand-new online concept that adds huge excitement for little 
investment,” stated Americas Cardroom spokesperson Michael Harris. “During Bomb Pot Hours, 
all players seated at the table are required to put in 1 big blind. It’s a great way for everyone to 
experience how much of a blast Bomb Pots are without dropping in too much cash.” 
 
During Bomb Pot Hours, all cash game tables (with the exception of Blitz Poker and Capped) are 
randomly ‘bombed’ 6 times per hour. When the Bomb drops, each player seated is required to 
drop in 1BB pre-flop. No pre-flop betting is permitted, which means all seated players will get to 
see the flop. Betting returns to normal after the flop. 
 
Bomb Pots create more action and bigger pots and are available right now at Americas 
Cardroom at all stakes. Bomb Pot Hours come with a 1BB requirement so that everyone can try 
them out without having to drop in too much cash. 
 
After the Bomb Pot Hours promotional period, Bomb Pots will be continue at specified tables, 
covering all stake levels and with varying blind requirements. 
 
For more information on Bomb Pot Hours, visit AmericasCardroom.eu. 
 
About Americas Cardroom 
Americas Cardroom joined the Winning Poker Network in 2011. The Winning Poker Network has 
been dealing cards since 2001 and continues to be one of the most trusted names in the 
industry. Rated first place for payment processing and cashout reliability repeatedly over the 
last few years, Americas Cardroom offers outstanding customer service and a friendly 
environment for all poker players around the world. 
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